
 TIPS TO CHOOSE RIGHT HOUSE INTERIOR DESIGN FOR YOUR DREAM HOUSE! 
 
 

UNDERSTAND THE DESIGN PROCESS: You are paying someone for their design esthetics. You’re not hiring a 

contractor, you’re not hiring a carpenter, you interior your own house by hiring a interior designer. For contact 

design foundation because it's provides house interior design to their customers. 

 

How do the best interior designers in Delhi design spaces? 

 

1. HOW MANY PROJECTS TAKEN ON AT A TIME: Do the luxury interior designers in Delhi take a lot of projects, 

or do they take a small number of projects? You’re just simply figuring out how much attention is your 

project going to get from interior designers in Delhi and that’s perfectly a fair thing to establish before you 

start the project. 

 

2. AVERAGE BUDGET DESIGNER WORKS WITH- Do you research on the house design interior in Delhi and find out 
the average budget that interior designers in Delhi work with.  

 
 

3. CHECK PAST WORK: It’s a perfectly fair thing to check the past work of interior design company in Delhi, 

you can visit their sites to check out their work, go through their portfolio, just to be sure about the 

interior design consultant you’re going to hire. 

 

4. ASKING FOR A PITCH PRESENTATION-  Before you hire someone, ask the bedroom interior design ideas for a 
pitch presentation to see what the end product will look like. 

 
 

5. ASKING A DETAILED FEE STRUCTURE: This is the point where you have the conversation about what fee 

gets paid and the process of the same. 

 

6. KNOW THE DESIGNER’S PERSONALITY: This is the relationship that you should build with the designer you like! 

You’re going to be talking to this luxury interior designer in Delhi every day for 6 months, 1 year or may be 2 

years, so you have to like their style of work. Make sure that someone is not too bossy because then your 

opinion may get overshadowed, or someone is not too soft as then it won’t crack the whip when needed. 

 

So believe it or not, this covers all the basic tips you need to make sure your hired interior designer in Delhi is right for you 
and your dream house. To be a successful hirer, you need to be a perfect boss. Choose the one whose portfolio matches 
best with what you're looking for. Ask for references and check them as much as possible (you can ask for feedback on 
Twitter too, by tweeting about the work). And if he's a newbie, let him prove his worth with some free mock-ups before 
hiring him. 
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